
ELECTROCULTURE
ENERGY FROM THE SKY

Electroculture has been labeled as a 
method for attracting electric fields to 
stimulate plant growth. This is not wall- 
plug electricity. The power is better 
identified with the same atmospheric 
phenomena that causes lightning and sub- 
sequent electrification of the atmosphere.

In recent tests, electrically charged 
plants showed 50% greater fruit yield 
than their non-charged counterparts. 
George deLaWarr says vital forces in soil 
— an aggregation of a series of electro- 
static charges - “show life in progress.”

Forms seemingly help root Systems 
oscillate in rhythmic patterns with both 
direct and alternating electrical currents. 
Electroculture has also been termed “Bio- 
electric Phenomena.” Some type(s) of 
self-generated electric fields continually 
operate throughout living plants. Form 
and external forces modify these energies.

Researchers claim forms of suspend- 
ed wire substantially reduce frost damage 
in plants and trees and its magnetic action 
contributes to their protection and re- 
juvenation.

Weak electrical fields also increase 
the flow of sap in trees, according to 
researchers. Still, high humidity, heavy 
rains and intense sunlight may over- 
stimulate plant growth and negate the 
effects of electroculture, particularly 
when artificially induced.

Cement cylinders and wire-mesh 
tunnels serve well but metallic shields of 
fine mesh wire, while inviting growth 
activating energies, seem to screen out 
other fields.

Copper loops mounted so they halo 
above, or circumscribe, the plant produce 
vigorous plant specimens. A copper 
penny placed in a vase of flowers may 
brighten a bouquet.

Lakhovsky says, “A vast ränge of 
electromagnetic oscillations impregnate 
the earth’s atmosphere. Any oscillating 
circuit of ANY FORM or dimension is 
likely to find in the vast field of waves its 
own resonance with which it can vibrate 
harmoniously. He calls it “Magne- 
tropism,” (magnetic affinity).

Metallic forms of fine mesh, rabbit and 
chicken wire, castoff cans, wire trelisses, 
lattices, screen cones, Christmas tree Orna
ments and even a handful of rusty nails 
cause Vegetation to grow faster, greener, and 
resist attack by insects,

The metal forms apparently aid plants 
in drawing upon electrons in space. Elec- 
trons presumably combine with positive 
ions in the atmosphere's oxides, developing 
subtle energies so necessary to vegetative 
growth.

THE MAGIC OF NEGATIVE IONS

Negative ions in our space, un- 
like the name they imply, have a 
positive effect on man and nature. 
European firms now market large 
quantities of negative ion produc- 
ing machines.

□estined for auto, home, Office 
and smoke-filled Conference rooms, 
the ionizers (some selling for about 
sixty pounds sterling) seem to 
heighten one’s efficiency, induce 
better concentration and reduce 
fatigue. Continued on page 4

FIFTY FOOT HIGH
GIZAH REPLICA

Dear Bill:
I have enclosed two photos which 

may be of some interest to you: The first 
is a shot of you Standing near the 50 foot 
Gizah replica in Malibu. This was tbe first 
erection of the experimental pyramid 
which was jointly designed and fabricated 
by Dome West and students from 
SCI-Arch.

As you may remember, the frame- 
work for the structure was not entirely 
complete at that point in time — being 
about two-thirds of its full height. The 
pyramid was erected once again at 
“Design Village” at CalPoly before going 
on to tbe A.I.A. (architect’s) convention 
in Washington, D.C., where it stood in the 
shadow of the Washington Monument.

Needless to say, the structure has 
evoked comment and interest wherever it 
has been erected. Miany have been moved 
by its form and simplicity: many bave 
been drawn into its inferior for meditat
ive or reflective experiences, and many 
have expressed an interest in running 
experimental studies of its “structure 
power. ”

This leads me to the fact that Brian 
Burke (of SCI-Arch) and I are currently 
planning to erect the fifty-foot pyramid 
here in L.A. for experimental use. We are 
looking at sites in Topanga presently, and 
wish to open the structure for scheduled 
use to those who are seriously interested 
in studying any aspect of the properties 
of “pyramid power. ”

If you — or anyone of your readers 
— would be interested in utilizing the 
fifty-foot Gizah model, please feel free to 
contact me at:

DOME WEST, Studio III 
1618 Killarney Ave.

L.A., California 90065 
or give me a call at:

(213) 222-2629.
George R. Madarasz



by GecwgZana

THE STUPA

Marianne 
New York, 
contributor 
FINDHORN, the unique gar den Com
munity in northern Scotland, has 
kindly agreed to write for Pyramidia 
during Georgiana’s temporary illness. 
Mariannes keen insights based on 
meticulous research sbines through in 
her outstanding article on “The Stupa,” 
an ancient focusing form for expanding 
consciousness. In our Jan.-Feb. 1975 
newsletter, Marianne closes the gap 
between the physical and metaphysical 
aspects of dome forms.

Ze {die of Massapeqtla, 
always a welcome Guide 
and former resident of
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-ourth Dimension Reachout TMFPaTHV r PöL9e a
ThLErATHY A How To

Telepathy at its best regisfers as an immediate, subtle, but powerful resonance 
within man himself. It transmits between two or more people at any distance, man 
with group, group with man, group with group, man with creature, plant, substance, 
man with event, and all living things, and most assuredly man with higher beings. 
Mefhods in achieving this resonance vary, for even fragmentary signals—either sent 
or received—can occur spontaneously by desire or may involuntarily catch one 
unaware.

Disciplines required for voluntary mind-to-mind communication must begin with 
oneself (auto telepathy). Awareness, contemplative and deeper meditation, visualization 
and bio-feedback techniques open the channelsto psychic radar.

Intuitional self-communication creates the right climate for altered states of 
Consciousness and dynamic psychic focus. Thought, always travelling as- energy in 
patterns, moves in new dimensions of real or cosmic time. Desire amplifies thought 
processes and emotions cause resonance. Neuro-silence and space consciousness flow 
as one. A true sense of timelessness follows. Thought has its place in the earlier 
stages of telepathy, but too much thought disrupts telepathic transmission.

Impulses perceived as images or Symbols are Superior tools in the realm of 
*I*I*I*!li*I*T*T*T*T*!I]*!G*!G*!I]*IE*!C*I psychic media. The sendet should verbalize, 

and /or visualize the message several times 
betöre releasing a final, silent mental com- 
mand with impact.

The power of unconscious energy trans- 
fer can incite a peaceful crowd to riot, 
but properly used this alarmingly powerful 
force-field enables actors, mediums, ath- 
letic teams and political leaders to achievö 
charismic greatness.

Though we telepath with every living 
cell in our body it helps to focus thought 
outward from the eyes or temples, proven 
points of concentrated psychic discharge. 
When receiving, the major telepathic sitö 
of entry collects at a point on the end of 
a telepathic fin projecting outward from 
the back of the receiver’s head. This fin 
then joins at its wide end between the two 
hemispheres c 
chakra is also 
for wordless or

Unfocused 
omnidirectional 
unimpeded by

in the conscious mind and iinked 
its corresponding archetype in the 
consciousness, the image that 
from the depths and fioods the

The Stupa and its Significance
by Marianne Zezelic

The stupa (sanskrit Word for a tower- 
like Buddhist shrine) probably derived from 
a pre-Buddhist buria! mound. These enor- 
mous mounds of earth were originally de
signed as buriai places of royalty and for the 
housing of reiics. Lat'er the Buddhist used a 
mast or pole to symboh'ze the axis of the 
universe. Though in its development the 
stupa offen became elaborate and complex, 
in its purest form the plan consisted of a 
circle within a square. The architectural 
elements both in plan and in mass represent 
the parts of the Buddhist universe.

The geometrical shapes incorpo
rated into the stupa represent magica! 
images which in themselves represent the 
working of the universal energy in all its 
aspects, and these are used to "tune in" to 
that energy on the particular level required. 
This energy, however, is not a blind mech- 
anica! force, but a living, pulsating, energy- 
consciousness, so that if a thought-form is 
built up 
up with 
deeper 
emerges 
waking consciousness with power is a living 
thing.

If, now, many people over a 
prolonged period of time buiid such a 
mental image, then the individual images 
appear to coalesce, and we have one image, 
charged with the Divine Life in one of its 
aspects. Through objectivization of the 
stupa the form or image conscious/y visual- 
ized acts as a. line of contact with the 
collectively-built form, and this in its turn is 
Unked with the cosmic energy it symbolizes. 
The resuit is that cosmic energy flowing 
through the mind of the worshipper stimu- 
lates the appropriate archetype which rises 
into consciousness and acts as a transmitter 
of that energy to all levels of the Personality 
of the worshipper.

So, in essence, the stupa was 
designed as a focus of concentration. !f one 
learns how to detach the mind from its 
fixation in matter the reflections in the 
mind of the objects of the material world 
may be used as channels through which 
free-flowing energy may be directed. With 
this, the individual seif attains the universal 
seif.

of the brain. The throaf 
a unique receiving device 
clairaudient broadcast. 
telepathic rays are still 
and penetrate solid matter 
material barriers, space or 

time limifations. Telepathy knows no bar
riers. A faraday cage or lead shielded 
chamber can't hold beams in check. Still, 
two telepathic minds in rapport can be 
fused by a third party at a distance.

Photographs, colors, shapes, symbols or 
objects associated with the subjects tested 
in an experiment enhance telepathic ex- 
change. Set your ideal and purpose. “Why 
am I trying to telepath?“ Make your 
white light or similar protection. Learn to 
distinguish thoughts other than your own. 
Remember the energy field interpenetrat- 
ing and the aura surrounding our body is 
involved. We have more than the brain 
working during telepathic communication.

Time lags may appear when one ex- 
periences difficulty organizing fragmentary 
signals. Impartations from subliminal or 
supraliminal levels of consciousness when 
dragged through to conscious awareness 
may lose some of their immediacy, spank or 
clarity on the moment.

We all have dominion. telepathic 
rapport is our heritage. Man in his evolu- 
tionary search for greater material sense 
has somehow lost contact with this ancient 
and most beautiful gift.
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CAPSTONGS. . . ■ CLIPS i COMHENTSn

ÖUOTES-, AND LEITERS ■
MODEL AROUSES ENERGETIC BESPONSE. From Bernhard Vaegs of West Germany: "Some months ago In the Bavarian Staatsbibliothek I rea.d.

an interesting article written by an Austrian (or German?) friend of Karel Drbal. He conducted the following experiment: A glass

of water was placed under a pyramid model, Two electrodes of the same metal were immerged into the water. (Normally same metal- 

electrodes produce no Volts as you know). An attached Galvanometer got a weak response in spite of the same metals. Later he 

replaced the galvanometer by a curve-writer and got very interesting readings. I hope the periodical is not yet out of print, if 

interested you can ord.er it from: Herold-Verlag, 8000 München 71 (W.-Germany). The mentioned periodical: "Zeitschrift für Rad- 

iesthesie" Nr. 2, April/June/Ausgabe 1973. Price of the copy about S.50 DM (German Marks). PHOTO-CHROMOLIGHT UNITS WITH PYRAMID

CHAMBER, Bill § Betty Finch of Sedona, Ariz., have developed marketable, experimental units with more than 2,000 tiny, individual

pyramids in each illuminated chamber. The devices have accessory light units, filtors, Chromochart and Pendulum for testing pro

jects. PYRAMID REPLICA A GEM BRIGHTENER, Theo Delle Mossor advises us: ..I am an astrologer, and buy and set Black Jade pen-

dulums <S rings, and Lapis Lazuli from Asia. I do put all of my gems under a. small cardboard pyramid. You'd be omazed at the beauty 

an opel reflects after a few hours of treatment.. ." PYRAMID SECRETS CONCEALED BELOW. Tal LeVesque of Lawndale, Calif., teils us: 
"Masoudi - Manuscript #9576 in the British Museum gives Pyramid 'Time Capsule' Underground Information. Also #5927 & #7319 teil of 

a subterranean passage leading from the Great Pyramid of Giza." PERENNIAL BLADES. Steve Schneider of Los Angeles, Calif., writes: 
"I've been using the same 2-track "D" blades for nine months using a pyramid energy product."

SA DOWSER AND HIS ANGEL — AWEggd| 
sketch of the late dowsing mentor, Verne 
LjJSarneroitjrfJ-ah^^ ______ __ —
d been watching him glide through the high 

brush for several minutes now. The leaning, sturdy- 
featured man, intently searching, strode briskly along 
with the light-footedness of a gazelle. His right hand 
held a wavering, spring-like device. Its bullet-shaped 
metal nose, gleaming si.!,vcr.( fluttered in the air with all 
the inquisitiveness of a sniffing hound dog.

Then the small Instrument seemingly straightened 
to pull him forward. The man obediently followed— 
obviously engulfed in profound thought.

He’d been continuously weaving an erratic pattern 
over .the uneven terrain; and now a low-hanging willow 
tree loomed ahead. Without losing pace, he made a grace- 
ful bow under its dangling branches and resumed his 
pursuit in a tilted half-gait up the other side.

Then he waded fearlessly into a waist-high cluster of 
dancing chaparral. Once inside the jiggling thicket, the 
man turned with the pointer in its sudden sweep to the 
left. Presently he looked down and shuffled out to a Clear
ing. Here he began marching clockwise into ever- 
diminishing circles. Finally he reached an invisible center, 
looked up a moment to view his surroundings and then 
fixed a steady eye on the ground at his feet. Next, he 
doubled the curious wand into his powerful hands and 
carefully folded it into his right pants pocket.

Now with one foot rooted to his position, the man 
thrust the other forward and began scribing a full arc 
in the hard ground with the heel of his shoe. Seconds 
later he withdrew from his beit a foot-long, sharp wooden 
stäke adorned with blue plastic ribbons. Then he leaned 
over and selected a weather-stained rock from several 
lying nearby; and with it drove the pointed marker into 
the ground.

At this point I hopped off my granite perch and 
approached the man crouching over "that irresistible spot.” 

"Have you found good water?” I asked.
"Yes,” he said, "Thirty gallons a minute. A dandy 

domestic well without question.”
"You know, Verne? Some people call you a charla- 

tan. How does it feel to be the High Country’s most 
controversial figure?”

Seventy-two-year-old water locator Verne Lucius 
Cameron cook a cautious Step back—and looked Straight 
into my eyes.

"We must overlook ignorance," he replied. "Critics 
are always ready to laugh down things they don’t under- 
stand.”

"Verne, are you saying that people who don’t agree 
with your theories are ignorant?”

"No! Not really. The criticism doesn’t bother me 
ei'ther,” he said, smiling. "Look at Nikola Tesla.* Ridicule 
didn’t stop him from making great contributions to 
society.”

"Have you been laughed down often?”
"Yes, freouently; and educated people have been 

guilty of it. They should know better. . . . You know,” 
Cameron continued, "some of them are as terrified of a 
willow switch as a beaten dog.”

Cameron’s insatiable curiosity of the 
unknown has led him into the suspect worid of the occult. 
He finds sub-strata water with a sophisticated metal alloy 
dowsing device of his own Invention called the aurameter. 
The odd-looking, spring-fused wand, according to Camer
on, is an external manifestation of his inner powers of 
extra-sensory perception.

"It is a remarkable fact,” he says, "that certain people 
do locate Underground water beyond the ken of ordinary 
man. Finding water in unseen aquifers is only the be- 
ginning.”

Cameron uses the Bishops Rulep. and triangulation to 
gauge a stream s width, depth, and approximate volume. 
In this way,” he says with assurance, "I can determine 

if the pool or stream is worthy of the owner’s Investment 
to bring it to surface.”
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City & State.............................................................................
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P.O. Box 176
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MAAT, A PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
Details of Cosmic Laws co'ming to me 

through research into the Great Pyramid of 
Cheops show a peculiar kind of Separation 
between "Cosmic" and "Natural." To know 
the natural is not necessarily being cognizant 
of the cosmic. To understand the natural is to 
know the cosmic. This means we can be in 
harmony with the cosmic and meet it with 
our being. Then our responsibilities and obli- 
gations are synchronous with the event. 
There's no requirement to evaluate what we 
must or ought to do. Events happen to man, 
and even Science isn't evolutionary.

The dictionary defines Science as "to 
know." There is a difference between know- 
ing and understanding. One can know without 
understanding or can know and understand. 
One can understand and not know. The 
philosophy of Science I conceive is a Science 
that both knows and understands.

The efficiency of this System means 
when we know and understand, we can act 
efficaciously, not only to predict events but 
to emerge with the event as a synchronous 
parallel. This view becomes apparent with 
studies of weather modification. We'd better 
be sure when we modify weather (as with 
seeding of clouds), that we're not bringing 
down upon our heads, or those of our Eastern 
neighbors, unsatisfactory climactic condi- 
tions.

This is not to say man should stand by 
helplessly in the face of drouth and cata- 
strophic events. But it indicates there are 
options open if we possess a true Science, if 
we can change our attitude about the event. 
We don't always have to change it before 
something happens. Where there is a Science 
that preconceives only for the happiness of 
limited populations of special groups, there is 
no world view, or harmony for the masses.

The philosophy of Science should be that 
of MAAT! We're cognizant the word 
"philosophy" is different from "knowledge." 
The love of knowledge isn't the same as love 
of wisdom. Wisdom is defined as the "quality 
of being wise.” This points to the precise 
difference between knowledge and wisdom. 
There's not, in the scientific sense, any 
quality involved with having knowledge other 
than the sheer preponderance of accumulated 
facts. There's no requirement for synthesis. 
It's only the BEING who can do it, and this is 
the qualitative measure.
AAAAAAAAÄAAAAAAAAAAAAAa

GROWING GRYSTALS
IN PYRAMID MODELS
We've received reports of crystal growing — 
both by evaporation and in saturated Solu
tions — inside or near pyramid shapes, 
exciting more new areas of research. Strange 
striations, distortions, optical, color and 
piezo-electric effects, etch figures, screw-like 
rotational behavior and unorthodox forms 
apparentiy occur. These manifestations do 
appear, we are told, without the pyramid's 
influence, but not with the frequency or 
intensity imposed by the energetic pyramid 
shape.

Search and Research . . . Be in direct 
contact with Pyramid and Form Energy 
Researchers! We are now preparing a direc- 
tory of serious experimenters, observers and 
groups. If you wish to be included, send 
name, full address and your lines of major 
interest to the Guide.

MAGIC IONS
Continued From page 1 •

No need to fall asleep at the 
wheel of one’s car. A miniature 
negative Ion device on the 
dashboard should keep nightdrivers 
awake long after “beddybye” time.

We should be hearing a great 
deal more about negative ions. Man 
has always indulged in theii 
obvious benefits when taking a colc 
bath or shower or deep breaths of 
cool moisterized air. Researchers 
Claim negative ions recharge the 
human battery.

Positive ions, by contrast, thrive 
in overheated, stuffy rooms and in 
steam baths. They also contribute 
to drowsiness, laziness and tired- 
ness, yet they have their beneficial 
effects and may well induce 
profound sleep. But when negative 
ions are excluded, an environment 
overcharged with positive ions may 
not be so positive.

Plastie coverings probably 
shield-out negative ions bombard- 
ing the pyramid form. The degree of 
loss ovecall is yet to be determined, 
but it may be significant. Plastie 
cages have been abandoned as 
unsatisfactory abodes for birds and 
other creatures, according to James 
Beal, who recently lectured on “An 
Engineer’s Approach to the ‘Energy 
Spectrum.’”

The foregoing confirms the 
Guide’s belief that a panel-less 
pyramid, an open lens in space, 
draws and generates more than 
magnetic and electrical energies 
from the Cosmos. It’s the Sugges
tion of the pyramid shape that 
achieves the phenomena; the 
materials, other than to form and 
stabilize the pyramid are secondary.

Dr. Bernard Jensen of Escon- 
dido, California, believes pink 
plastie coverings accelerate plant 
growth. “Ordinary plastie,” he says, 
“lets in about 85% of the sun’s 
ultra-violet rays, whereas glass 
shuts out acorresponding amount.” 
Reduce or try to exclude certain 
energies acting upon form and 
notice how other force fields come 
into play.

THE SOURCE OF MEASURES Page. M
bv Ralston Skinner

A book Review by Georgiana Teepte

"It is found that the great pyramid can ne 
reconstructed from a Standard base of measure, (the 
Parker elements of diameter to circumference values 
of a perfect circle, viz 6561 to 20612 in inches), so 
that by a purposed Variation on the Standard, the 
result is an answer to, or in correspondence with, 
actual British measures of the pyramid; evidently to 
the interest of the architect." So says J. Ralston 
Skinner in Key to the Hebrew Egyptian Mystery in 
The Source of Measures, "originating the British inch 
and the ancient cubit by which was built the great 
pyramid of Egypt and the Temple of Solomon; and 
through the possession and use of which, man, 
assuming to realize the Creative law of the Diety, set it 
forth in a mystery among the Hebrews and the 
Kabbala."

Skinner quotes John A. Parker of New York in 
this excellent, meticulously mathematically, docu- 
mented book mainly devoted to Parker's discovery (or 
re-discovery) of the quadrature of the circle. Parker 
uses an equilateral triangle as the least unit of measure 
and sets forty mentally a law on which nature founds 
all solid bodies as to shape, size, relative motions, 
densities, etc. One unit, he believes, rotates, correlates, 
and Coordinates the various elements of the triangle, 
the circle, and the square. Of special concern is the 
measuring stage relating the area of the circle in term« 
of the square.

Skinner scrutinizes the origins of geometric 
measures in crosses, the Christian and the Egyptian 
Ansated, and their relationships to the origin of 
human life and finds "primordial vestiges of the 
Symbols in such places as Easter Island, South 
America, and in North American mounds. These he 
manages to relate as emblems with Egyptian pyramids 
and Hebraic Symbols.

It requires great interest and close attention to 
read this heavy-with-information book, particularly 
for the non-scientific or mathematically trained 
minds). But the challenge, if accepted, yields a mass of 
cumulative knowledge difficult, if not impossible, to 
find elsewhere elucidated with the same insights.

Gkeetingi BdM & Geokgiano.,
Moky 8 I meZ wZA Fkanh Ooktand and hüt wife, 

today, at theik home 8 itucLio in Santa Bakbaka. 
We -saw a ketin eopy of "The. Ckyitat Skutt". lt 
di fantastic... with iti cone ihaped 'time- 
tunnel' eyes. What an hypnotie object’.

Tkank Voktand Ti Wkiting a book catted "Hoty 
Ice" aboat the ckyital ikutt and quakte ckyitat 
with info on the ipikat fonm quakte ekyitat gkowt 
in, domdng enekgy (JZeZcU with quaktz tipped kodt, 
and ptychic poweki of quaktz. Öokland't ke&eakeh 
hat thown that the Egyptian pkdetdt woke quaktz 
ovek the 3kd eye 8 at the bäte of the ckanium.

He hat hand made pake quaktz cko&tet, alto 
tmatt touch ekyttalt. Rtychict 8 heatent know 
the amptifing powekt of quaktz.

I tatked to hdm about ’pkyamid powek’ and he 
dt going to make PVRAMIP SHARED EURE QUARTZ • 
CR'/STALS. I totd him about you, att, and how 
pykamid keteakcheki, woutd tove to have tach ob- 
jeeti. One cay tay pykamid ckyttait on theik . 
tide, then ute at a meditation centek of focut 
by ttaking into the bäte.

Tom Le Vetque (Ta£)
Editok of ’Reftectiont'

NATURAL CROSS OF ROCK CRYSTAL
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Peo/t BZW
I wouZd ZZfee Zo ctecw youn attention io an cuZZcZe enZZZZad "Tfca TnaoZ Stone," pubtished by the Association of Research & En- 

tightenment, P. 0. Box 595, Virginia Beach, Virginia 2345t (o<) which L am a memben). It outtines the pnopenties of tvo "free- 
energy" devices said by Edgan Cayce in tnanee to have been used tn Atlantis; the Tuaoi Stone and an anti-gnavity device. it would 
seem that the Tuaot Stone was some sott of pyramid/ongone enengy devtee; at finst tt was "tn the form ojJ a 6-stded figune" and was 
taten, symbotized by the altan stone of the Mayas, whteh, being cuboidat, make tt togical to pnesume that the Tuaot Stone was-.orig- 
inatly eubotdat - the same shape as the ongone accumulatons - and of gtass on othen dteteetnte material. Laten on, a "capstone on 
top" was added which made it into a powen Station, giving off some sont of radiant enengy whteh could be ehanneted fon exampte into 
pnoviding motive powen. Although Edgan Cayce did not specifically say so, the eubotdat shape of the original stone would make it 
appean eentain that the taten "capstone" was a squane pynamid in shape. Lt would also be intenesting to see whethen the "Atlantean 
Enengy Genenaton" devised by At. G. Manning as desentbed tn the No. 10 issue of Pynamtd Guide (p. 6) is of the same shape as the. 
Atlantis "Tuaot Stone" of Edgan Cayee, viz. a squane pnism topped by a squane pynamid.

Have you heand of the anti-gnavity devtee whteh a J.R.R. Seanl, of 17 Saint Stephen'S Close, Montimen, Berkshire, England, 
elalns to have invented? According to Seanl, it eonststs of a nadiatty segmented metal annulus notating wtth etectnomagnets sta- 
ttonany ptaced anound the pentmeten; tt is claimed that centnifugat fonce in the annulus causes the conduction eleetnons of the 
metat to move to the outside pentmeten, causing negative change on the outside edge and positive in the inside, the notating change 
pnoviding a sounce of cunnent whteh can be picked up by the eleetnomagnetie tnduetion coils and which, Z(J used tn dnive the annulus 
causes a easeade and henee anti-gnavtty effect. NUHNIFICATION AND FORM

C. B. Wynniatt, Onenaht, Whanganei, New Zeatand Continued From page 8-

Gneetings, Bitt Cox,
Univenslty Books, Chicago has nepninted Btoomfield-Moone's "Keety 5 His Viscoven- 

ies" in hand coven @ $1ß, which is a btt betten than the Health Research ed. Lf you have 
read it, you may nememben the nefenenee to Maeviears "Sketch of a Phitosophy" which was 
said to be instrumental in hetping Keety form eoneepts teading to the eompnehension O(J 
the "Ethenie Ponee" that he used. But nowhene is thene an explanation of it except in 
Blavatsky's Segnet ‘Doetnine. Lt States (among othen things) that Keety would neven be 
altowed to make his discovenies a pubtie panacaea, with the nesutting disasten caused by 
human gneed. A venitabte Earth moven in the ganden of mankind - being dniven by a go- 
nitta. A Pandora's box opened 10,000 years too soon. les. But intensly intenesttng, 
none the less. (Saa also appx. to Sanderson1 s Uninvited Visitons)

Ln the Edgan Cayce neadings, Atlantis' final distnuction was hetped along by the in- 
discriminate use o{, a powen ^ocased ßnom eentain cnystals. But Keely’S {,onee could not 
be stanted by anyone but Keety bimset^. His personal aunic magnetism being one o/> the 
vaniations inhenent in a single bnanch o/, the seven basic types of, humans. Othens tn the 
wontd possess it unknowingty, but it does sometimes manifest as healing powen.

Has anyone neseanched. Edison's "Tasimeten"? Uttna sensitive S simple to make. Ln- 
cidentty Keety connesponded with Edison, and the latten with Otcott & Btavatsky, Edison 
Studying the Secnet Doetnine at tength, as did anothen even mone famous genius, "until he 
has completely wann it out." Sunpnise. ! (Testa? Ed.)

Richand L. Robb, Olizands Bookshetf, Savage, Minn.

Bitt Cox,
L’m a Student in neseaneh with the physics depant. of Onange Coast College in 

Costa Mesa, Calif. L’m beginning connespondence with many othen pensons concenning thein 
most necent advances in the fields of nuelean -, astnat -,and metaphysics; and wonk with 
fields of electnostatic, eleetnomagnetie, S biocosmie enengies; and Info on gnavity 6 
tife fonce fields. L’ve stumbted onto a pnoeess whenby biocosmie enengy may be pnojected 
thnough the unity of eleetnostatie and eleetnomagnetie enengies. Aften fulty testing the 
potential of the previously stated principle, L intend to design S eonstnuet an antifiee 
which will bond these thnee forces & magnify the Synergy into a fonce field. Any eonnes- 
pondenee S Info fnom your neadens will be weteome.

Sam H. Ctauden LL, 13562 Yoekey St., Ganden Grove, Calif. (714 - 892-0906) 
Micheat J. Walden, 24 Alexis, Sonoma Grove, Rohnent Tank, Calif. 94928 wnites of his ex- 
peniments with pynamlds as gneenhouses at Sonoma St.Cott. 8 weleomes Information.

' wooden coffins and bodily annointing 
processes, added to the funeral ritual. But 
the timeless quality of true Egyptian 
mummification art must have tran- 
scended the purely material aspects.

Numerous reports received by the 
Pyramid Guide, suggest subtle form 
energies could be the key unlocking 
ancient Egyptian preservation methods. 

The pyramid, as a perfeetly calculated 
mathematical form, in most cases de- 
hydrates, preserves and mummifies or- 
ganic substances.

Organisms that thrive in and stimu- 
late decay outside of the pyramid, ap
parently lose their ability to breakdown 
organic matter in expected ways within. 
They may indeed fail to survive long in 
the high vibrational environment mani- 
festing inside a properly constructed 
pyramid of any size. Were the mummies 
placed in state within pyramids for a 
prolonged period before final interment?

ENTRANCE TO TOMB OF A KING
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THE 'GUIDE REPLIES . . .
Stan McCleary,111, Cockeysville, Md.
Sometime ago I erected a pyramid over my bed, and I have since used it from time to time for medi- 
tations. I do not notice much effect on my sleep — at least none I can describe. Meditations are 
significantly affected; of course I am conscious then, so I would perhaps be more aware of the pro
cess. A certain crystallization of thought takes place, which would accord with razor sharpening 
experiments. I find curiously, that I do not desire to use the pyramid more than every few days. 
It is only the frame of a golden mean pyramid with a 6’ square base. This base is a frame for a 
waterbed, 6* X 7' so the last foot of length is unused. My feet sometimes extend past the pyramid, 
since I’m over six feet tall. Several questions have arisen. How important is the direction one 
faces within the pyramid? Would the fifth stage produce a concentration of energy in the fifth 
level of consciousness, or fifth chakra level — even if that couid be defined? There seems to be 
endless confusion reigning over chakras. Would a precise larger pyramid, as Carry Arnold has sug
gested, "a door to dimensions that would involve unwarranted risk?° What experiments along these 
lines are you aware of? There seems to be generally, a sensual, physical inertia-like effect ob- 
served when primarily facing south. Carry suggested that facing north was more Spiritual...
Most experienced meditators prefer to face north. We have öbserved some in a lotus position look 
north before closing their eyes, but others faoe east for various reasons, a Spiritual upliftment.
perhaps. Others claim a ehange of direction alters the quality, type or intensity of meditational experience. The chakras 
seem to be more readily affected while lying in a prone or supine position, comer to comer in smaller pyramids, with the 
solar-plexus chakra being most active. It appears to be a matter of personal preference., according to one's conviction as 
to the effieacy expected. Vital and psychic energies are most surely stimulated with a sübstantial nurnber of meditators. 
Regardless of the direction faced, with few exceptions, the results have been reported as favorable, often beneficial.
Strange to say, larger pyramids don't always arouse the foregoing responses mentioned. There are many variables which will 
be covered in detail in future 'GUIDE newsletters.

From M. Pinheiro, of Rosemead, Calif.
Q. Do pyramids still work when placed'upside-down? If so, what happens when two pyramids are joined base to base? And what of 

six pyramids joined by their bases? I'd be interested in hearing from your readers who perform the following experiment. 
1. Take a top view picture of a pyramid replica oriented on a north-south axis. 2. Use a very slow exposure. 3. En- 
large the picture in proportion to the size of the pyramid model. 4. Place the picture on top of a razor blade using the 
same north-south Orientation. Wait two weeks. 5. Don't discard the negative, ( it is more important than the picture). 
6. If the negative is produced in a slide shot use your proja?ctor to enlarge the pyramid size proportionately. 7. Dir-
ect the projector towards the object , still maintaining a north-south orientation. 8. Recharge the NEGATIVE by placing 
the pyramid model on top of the enlargement. 9. Wait one week. Then put the negative inside the pyramid. I believe the 
charged negative will maintain its special energy from one to ten years. New techniques couid Charge it for hundreds of 
years.

A. In reply to your earlier questions... A single pyramid mounted upside-down appears to lose most of its Charge — as measurec 
with dowsing devices, particularly when the base is left uncovered. Pyramids attached base to base ( reserribling the lode- 
stone ), show promise in certain types of research and experimentation. Dr. Derald Langham, Ph.D. suggests bringing the 
bases of pyramids together to form a tetrahedron. If made with panel-less framework, the center of the merging apexes — 
all coming into focus at the center should accumulate a powerful force, "an interesting experiment," according to Langham.

From Glenn Sweigart, of Grand Junction, Colo.
Q. Got the Hieronymus patent and my brother built a Hieronymus box. Between us we can’t figure out the entire circuitry, and 

feel that Mr. "H" because of the machine's potential for good and evil — didn't include all things necessary. The model 
we built, while it has no power incorporated into it, is quite capable of a shock feeling to me. It makes my brother's 
hair — what little he has — stand on end, and it gives my son an itch when he tries to stick the dials with any sample 
containing silver. It seems to have a radiation factor through the channel and prism, which permits about a inch factor 
of error on the scale. We’ve changed the position of electrodes, prism and channel angle but the error persists. l've 
tried to find out how to contace Mr. Hieronymus — without success. We want to get into a controlled experimental field 
with the box and don't know how to get started. Any suggestions Bill?

A. At this point, it seems certain you may have to solve the problems by trial and error. We've had nvmerous calls from read
ers claiming they have a working Hieronymus Box, but no one is telling all. In spite of the importance of the physical 
equipment, the human psyche may be more significant for satisfactory results. I believe the operator, and/or subjects in
volved, if over intellectualizing and not able to properly intuit,the overall results will most likely be partial at test. 
The "H" Box ix a Dowsing device, and whether one Works with a simple wand in his hand or a room-sized machine the principles 
remain the same. There must be a link-up between the Dowser (operator), his psyche and the desired subject of contact. The 
Dowsing machine therefore provides a physical bridge betmeen the phänomenal and nevmonal worlds as we can perceive them. 
Thus tne Hieronymus box becomes a symbolic instrument estdblishing the connection. The operator's belief that the device 
will perform is essential. Skepticism defeats the effort to be sure.

From W.J. Bill Tarplee, of Canberra City, Australia
Q. Years ago I read a book 'UFO Journey' or somesuch title. I think, perhaps, by Bryant and Helen Reeves, where an aerial Sys

tem was described. From memory the aerials were water pipe, about thirty feet high, guyed with wires that were wrapped a- 
round permanent magnets. The aerials reportedly gave off heat and stopped frost. They were supposed to be in orange orch- 
ards smoewhere in California. Do you know anything about them?

A. We have some leads, leading to -- of all places — Riverside, California, a stone's throw away. When time permits, I hope 
to do some checking through the agricultural departments of federal and state government, and local Colleges. The experi
ment sounds as though it may be some form of electroculture project. We will be doina a series on bio-magnetism and its 
relationship to pyramids and form energies,

From Cleo Wilson, of Vancouver, Canada.
Q. I hear there are pyramids larger than the Great Pyramid of Giza. Is this so?
A. It's anyone's guess. There have been reports of greater pyramids in China and. beneath the sea in the Bermuda Triangle.

RADI ESTHESIE' TECHNIQUE
A CHAIN OF NINE BEECHWÖOD HEMISFHERES — ALL 
MUST BE TURNED FROM SAME SHAFT, (0.936 GERMAN 
PATENT), WHEN ORIENTED AS SHOWN, MUMMIFIES 
FISH WITHIN THREE WEEKS. ALIGNED 8% CENTIMETER 

^DIAMETER HEMISPHERES DIRECT RAYS PASSING TH- 
.ROUGH THE CONVEX SIDES. SYSTEM IS SAID TO MUM- 
MIFY ORGANIC MATTER AND IMPROVE PLANT GROWTH.

PERCHED PILOT IN 
(1868) HIGH FLYER

Everything ready but the feathers. In- 
ventors have always feit aeroplanes modeled 
in the likeness of birds should somehow fly. 
Photo of a photo on display at the San 
Diego, Calif. Aerospace Museum. Caption 
says: "Premiere Photographie d un Aero
plane en Vraie Grandeur: Le Planeur de Le 
Bris, en 1868, Musee Carnavalet, Collection 
IMadar".



THE 'GUIDE RECOMMENDS
! SWING RODS

SWING RODS nicke-I-pla+ed, high precision, non-fric+ion dowsing rods.

For The u+mosf in sensi+ivity balance and dowsing response as under- 

I ground water and gas pipe, electrica! and conduit locators. These 

! Instruments far surpass ordinary "L" rods made from clothesline and

clotheshanger wire, welding rod and similar metallic materials usually 

overgripped and improperly held by dowsing buffs. $5.50 per pair, add 

50V for postage and handling.c/o The Pyramid Guide

BASIC THEOSOPHY — A great addition to any metaphysical library, by 

Victor Endersby, sixty-two years a Theosophical researcher Endersby's 

lucid insights expand consciousness. Soft cover @ $3.75

7

THEOSOPHICAL NOTES- soft cover @ $3.75 with articles describing TANTRA, Tibeten and Indian philosophy, DZYAN Theosophy; Our com

pound nature, other random titles include THE CUR1OUS KARMA of MAN versus ANIMAL, THE KALI YUGA PARADOX, PLANT SENSITIV1TY, 

The meaninq of the "OCCULTS," and many more... Endersby at his best: THE HALL OF MAG1C MIRRORS, a definitive, biographical ac-

count of Mme. Blavatsky, portrait of one of the world's most enigmatic teachers of all Times, @ $5.75 hardbound edition.

LIFE FORCE KEY pendant, ancient 5000 year old symbol of wisdom ( gold finish with 24" necklace 

chain, $5.95 ) Once worn by Pythagoras, Thales, Solon and Plato. This symbol contains the 

mathematical equation to the Great Pyramid. The exterior circumference equals 365.2429 ( the 

terrestrial orbit and the interior circumference 25,827 years, the procession of the Equinox. 

Also, the pi ratio though it wasnt rediscovered untii 600 years ago. When the mystery teachers 

were forced into hiding due to misuse of its teaching by dark forces, the secrets of the Life 

Force Key were also hidden.

RECOMMENDED READ- 
Perceptive, provocative 

and the 
Psychic 

Spiritual 
Editor-

HIGHLY 
ING . . 
articles about the known 
unknown. Read "The 
Observer", Journal of 
Science, Henry Nagorka, 
Publisher, Box 8606, Washington 
D.C.20011.

PSYNETICS FOUNDATION

Max Toth and Greg Nielsen's PYRAMID 
POWER' s.c. @ $1.75. Subjects covered: 
The Archeologist's Pyramid, Pyramid Power 
and Research. A fascinating chapter on 
static and dynamic geometry by Henry C. 
Monteith, M.S. is worth the price alone. 
Order direct from the authors c/o Toth,Box 
A 81-60, 248th St., Bellerose, N.Y. 11426

Yes

We Honor

— Self-Discovery
— Psychic Development
— Spiritual Growth

•LECTURES «CLASSES 
« RESEARCH PROJECTS

Write: Psynetics, Dept. PG
121 2 E. Lincoln Ave. 
Anaheim, CA 92805 
(714) 533-231 1

"The New Atlantean Journal"
A new concept in total reporting! An 
Occult/UFO/Fortean information outlet 
featuring factual news events in all these 
fields. Scientific and analylitical articles by 
well known authors, National and Inter
national UFO reports PLUS a Person to 
Person CONTACT page, Predictions and 
Psychic experiences! $4.00 yearly on a 
quarterly basis — Foreign $5.00. Send sub- 
scriptions to: Barbara Lucas, 6290 34th 
Ave., North, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33710. 
SAMPLE COPY $.25. Edited by Joan 
O'Connell.

MASTER

CHARGE

on oil

Books and

Product

Purchases

FIND OUT WHAT'S HAPPENING
in paiapsychology, astrology, mental development, and other New Age fields.

7VOW
is North America’s most complete monthly guide to New Age events.

The Uni-Com Calendar — giving times, places, fees & descriptions 
of hundreds of classes, films, lectures & Services every month. 

► Up-to-date reports on discoveries suppressed by the news media.

The Original Cameron Aurameter, World's most 
Sensitive Dowsing Instrument, (Combination 
water compass, weighing device, and upright 
pendulurn) $49.50. Over 4,000 in use world- 
wide today. Exclusively available through El 
Cariso Publications. Write for Free Descriptive 
Brochure. P.O. Box 176, Lake 
92330.

Elsinore, Ca.

FOUNTAINHEAD
"The Fountainhead", an 

periodical describing psychic, .__ ____ t
metaphysical, and occult activities in and 
around Tucson, Arizona. The Fountainhead 
is also the source for books, gifts, lectures, 
and seminars on tu" ------ ----------- ' •
Bob Moser and Vergie Trice.
4044 N. First Ave., Tucson, Arizona, 85718
$2.00 yearly.

informative 
astrological,

the occult, operated by 
~ ' Location:

NOW AVAILABLE — A portabie do-it- 
yourself MEDITATION PYRAMID KIT 
now offered for sale with instructions by 
the Pyramid Guide. As power develops 
along ridges and Corners without loss of 
energy minus panels, Corners and cap- 
stone apex can be purchased as a unit. 
Buyer can secure lengths of 1/2” tubing

'■; at local Hardware or plumbing shop, 
t« placing ends inside slots at Corners to 

construct framework for desired height. 
Write for Meditation Pyramid Brochure, 
El Cariso Publications, P.O. Box 176. 
Elsinore, Ca. 92330.

77E/?E & NOW features:

► A guide to organiz.ations, counselors & teachers in your area.

□ One year $6.50 prepaid ($7 if billed). Name:
□ Two years $11.5 0 prepaid ($12 billed). Address:
□ Foreign: $1 0 per year, prepaid. ______________________________________________
LJ Payment enclosed Zip

Send to: UNI-COM, Box 11716-A, Palo Alto. Ca. 94306, U.S.A.

THE CALIFORNIA $CENE, a scenario 
of journeys into the unknown and back 
through the mists of time. A $5.00 
membership brings this California quar
terly to you from the duPrae Founda
tion, 33-270 Little John Way, Lake 
Elsinore, Calif. 92330



Mummification of the deceased in an
cient hgypt once involved a seventy-day 
netkv. ;be viscera and other internal parts 
were removed from the body and stored in 
canopic iars. Matron, a sodium Chemical 
mixture, aided in drying the remains, and 
coniforou:: resins ~ and natron-soaked wrap- 
pings were used. Modern authorities believe 
the dry desert atmosphere aided in the 
mummification process.

Dear Bill:
This pboto is one taken of a Bambi 

Moise and me by my partner — Janek 
Kaliczak — within the pyramid. I find it 
one of the most unusual sbots that I have 
seen in years of rubbing shoulders with 
other Professional photographers.

For some reason, a solarization 
effect seems to have taken place on the 
film — but the boundaries of the effect 
are restricted to the bodies in the shot. If 
this effect had been due to laboratory

error, the entire frame would have ex- 
hibited this solarization effect, and this is 
clearly not the case here. This “solar
ization’’ occurs only on our bodies, 
clothes, and on the camera strap held in 
my band. Everything eise in the shot has 
the expected figure-ground relationship.

No one has yet given me an ade- 
quate explanation of what occurred here 
— so I will be looking for this phe-x 
nomenon in future pyramid shots. fr'

George R. Madaralft

P.O. Box 176
Elsinore, ca. 92330

mummification: it's all in the form

Science today partially explains the 
unique preservation methods employed 
by the early Egyptian embalmers thou- 
sands of years ago. Egyptians knew what 
they were doing and most likely used 
secret formulas. The Mastaba Tombs, 
stone or brick structures of rectangular 
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